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Head’s Letter
Dear Parents, Carers, Students and Friends of Liskeard School,
Welcome to November’s edition of The
Reflection - our monthly magazine that
celebrates students’ achievements and
provides details of some of the great
things that have recently taken place
in school. I hope you enjoy it.
I can’t tell you how much I enjoy being
a Headteacher. Whilst the role can
certainly be challenging at times,
working with our young people and
with our dedicated staff gives me great pleasure. It really is a joy at times. Despite
Covid still being part of our lives, it has been wonderful to see students enjoying
trips out, getting involved in extra-curricular clubs and benefitting from outside
speakers. Indeed, one of my favourite moments this month was meeting Dr Heidi
Thiemann (see this month’s In the Spotlight article overleaf), who shared with us
the opportunities for students to have a career in the space industry, right here in
Cornwall. I spoke to some of the students the day after her talk and I could hear
the excitement in their voices about what their futures may look like in relation to
this. It had really opened their eyes.
I hope to see some of you at our Christmas Concert on 15th December. If you want
to come, please ensure you have a ticket in advance and that you complete a
Covid test before arrival. It’s set to be a great evening.
Our 12 Days of Christmas programme continues to the end of term. Please
encourage your child to bring in items for the foodbank and to take part in the
activities. Many thanks for your generous donations so far.
With king regards and best wishes,

Important Information
and Updates
January Return to School
The government has asked all schools to test students for Covid on-site on their
return to school after Christmas. This is a massive undertaking that requires a lot of
staff and time. Realistically, we can only test two year groups each day. This means
that we may have to have a staggered return to school in January. We are looking
at the best way to do this and will confirm the arrangements early next week.
Many thanks for your support and understanding.
Uniform and Equipment
Please can I ask that any students missing items from the equipment list use time
over the break to replace them. The list can be found in the Parent Handbook and
in the student planners.
Can you also ensure students have the appropriate uniform ready for their return.
Socks need to be black, jumpers must be v-neck and plain black and skirts need to
be non-clingy.
Online Safety - advice for parents
There are some really good resources available for parents about how to keep
your child safe online whilst enabling them to get the most out of the digital world.
Three are listed below, please have a look:
https://www.internetmatters.org – contains a range of advice and practical tips for
parents to help keep their children safe online whilst enabling them to get the most
out of their digital world.
Online Safety Guide Ages 11 – 13
Online Safety Guide Ages 14 plus

Alex Lingard
Head Teacher
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In the Spotlight... Space!
Space Skills - What does it mean for
Cornwall?
We had the absolute pleasure to host
astronomer Dr Heidi Thiemann this
month to talk to us about the future
of space and aerospace technology
here in Cornwall. Dr Thiemann is
project manager for Cornwall Space
and Aerospace Technology Training
(CSATT) - the first dedicated space
training centre in the south-west.
She also co-founded the Space Skills
Alliance to address skills shortages in
the space sector, and previously led
SpaceCareers.uk providing young
people with opportunities to work in
the sector.

gave their thoughts on how the
space sector in Cornwall will provide
almost unlimited employment and
career opportunities for our young
people.
At only 25 years’ old, Dr Thiemann
was a visual demonstration that
the space industry is open to
anyone. Indeed, it turns out that
almost the entire current workforce
at Cornwall’s spaceport have
backgrounds in business or IT, rather
than in astronomy or physics.
A massive thank you to sixth formers
Tom Young and Oli Dennison for
filming and editing the session so
that it can be shared with the wider
student population.

Dr Thiemann enlightened a select
group of students from Years 10,
11 , 12 & 13 about the training
opportunities available locally and
the ambitious plans of the Spaceport
and Kernow Sat, aiming to launch
‘green’ satellites next year with the
aim of measuring ocean plastic
pollution, mapping tree planting
and deforestation, and monitoring
coastal erosion.
Dr Thiemann fascinated the
audience with her knowledge of
space, the current issues that need
addressing such as ‘space junk’ and
who will ‘own’ the moon or Mars if we
ever colonise them.
We were also joined by Chloe Rikard
from the Digital Skills Partnership and
Frances Brennan Vice-Chair of the
Local Enterprise Partnership who
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Top Merit Earners for November
Year 7

Top Merit Earners of 2021-22 so far...
Year 7

Year 8

Year 8

Chinmayi Shanbhag

42

Phoebe Thompson

31

Allana Roobottom

106

Holly Whitford

66

Isaac Lewis

35

Holly Whitford

25

Chinmayi Shanbhag

78

Amber Smith

47

Polly Harford

27

Rowen Honeywell

25

Caiden Clark

59

Evan Cole

46

Nathan Cole

25

Evalyn Smith

25

Ollie Ward

58

Reuben Monks

46

Kai Frise

25

Amber Smith

22

Kai Frise

52

Dylan Hunt

45

Allana Roobottom

24

George Glazebrook

21

Isaac Lewis

51

Phoebe Thompson

44

Ollie Scott

22

Gabrielle Hendrick

19

Polly Harford

50

Lucas Richards

42

Oliver Gerry

22

Shyla Kitto

19

Amelia Warwicker

49

Rowen Honeywell

42

Oliver Goldsworthy

22

Izzabella Newton-Horsfield

19

Maja Hazlewood-Carter

44

Taylor Turner

42

Caiden Clark

20

Joshua Sherman, Reagan Davies

18

Harrison Nicholls

41

Ellie Shiers

40

Phobe Martin, Jack Wall

20

Emily Ellicott, Abigail Vince

18

Year 9
Year 9

Year 10

Year 10

Jenna De Villiers

57

Aimee Roobottom

64

Logan Goldsmith

34

Aimee Roobottom

32

Sam Whell

55

Alexia Lewis

52

Sam Whell

30

Tianna Lee

28

Harley Sha Lovelace

53

Alex Smith

48

Liam Storer

28

Michael West

22

Brandon Adey

53

Ruth Pankhurst

47

Brandon Adey

22

Ruth Pankhurst

21

Tyler Foster

46

Michael West

43

Leah Delaney

20

Alexia Lewis

18

Ciaran Thomas

42

Tianna Lee

41

Tyler Foster

20

Mya Atkins

15

Billy Cullingford

41

Jack Bottrell

39

Harry Head

20

Milly Edwards

15

Harry Head

38

Kieran Owen

37

Harley Sha Lovelace

19

Lara Casper

15

Oliver Heatherley

36

Daniel Hiscock

34

Ciaran Thomas

19

Erin Lewsey

14

Paige Udy

36

Erin Lewsey

33

Billy Cullingford, Paige Udy

18

Lili Pugh, Jamie Salter

14

Year 11
Year 11
Rhys Laker

19

Yazmin Murray

13

Sadie Kitt

18

Izzy Smith, Avril Cole

12

Jake Truscott

16

Isobel Coleflax, Lilly Coleflax

12

Amy Salter

15

Keira De Villiers, Luisa Gould

12

Bell Rollings

13

Emily Marshall, Lily Townsend

12
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Quinn Lawrence

39

Amy Crabb

36

Isaac Stewart

38

Jake Truscott

35

Keira De Villiers

37

Grace Sobey

34

Amy Salter

37

Rhys Laker

34

Bell Rollings

36

Luisa Gould, Lily Townsend

31

Please note: Only students with the required parental consent have been mentioned on these pages.
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A Level English Language trip to
London
Sixteen very excited Y12 and Y13 English
Language students set off for London on
Tuesday 23rd November for a conference
held by the English and Media Centre. As it
was conveniently close to Christmas, we also
planned to do a bit of sparkly sightseeing
and shopping to make the most of what
London has to offer.

course. We listened to five different speakers, all of whom research these issues in various
British Universities. They provided fascinating insights into the most modern research
happening right now and some alternative viewpoints to consider when studying for the
course.
This was a really valuable and enjoyable trip: going to London provides us with some more
of the real life context that we sometimes miss down here. It was lovely to engage with
the lecturers in a face to face environment and see what happens in a university lecture
too.
Thank you to Mrs Hubartt, Mr Poole and Mr Lingard for their generous support in allowing
this to take place and a huge thank you to Ms Brown, who put up with us all!
Mrs C Shilling

The Underground was something of a
challenge, but it gave the students lots
of opportunity to negotiate the maps
and different routes (and to support the
teachers too!). By the end of the trek from
Paddington to South Kensington for the
museums district, most of the students had
got the hang of getting on and off busy tube
trains and finding the right platforms.
Our German exchange students were really
excited to see the skating rink next to the
Natural History Museum, as this is a wellknown landmark in Germany. We took lots
of pictures of the beautiful Christmas trees
and lights and enjoyed the dinosaurs (and
tea) in the Natural History Museum too.
To satisfy our Y13s’ love of shopping, we
braved the wonders of Oxford Street
and Regent Street and marvelled at the
amazing shop displays in some of the
famous stores, like Hamley’s. After dragging
all our suitcases through the Underground
system again, we arrived at our hostel for
the night in Earl’s Court. The students did a
miraculously quick change and headed out
for dinner in Covent Garden, which looked
incredible with its Christmas beauty.
The main reason for our trip, however,
happened on the next day: a conference all
about different issues raised by the A Level
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Winner

Student of the Month
November 2021

Student of the Month
Nominees Cont.
Logan Goldsmith
Y9
Nominated by
Mrs Hayes &
Mrs Kennedy

Alexia Lewis Y10
Nominated by Ms Stoneham
Lexi has been nominated by Ms Stoneham for her excellent
leadership of Liskeard Leads (our Student Council) where she
represents the voice of students in the school, but also across
the six schools in our Trust. She has been described by her tutor
as an ‘exceptional’ student and is considered a ‘joy to teach’
by her teachers. Lexi has started Year 10 really well, achieving
over 50 merits, receiving no behaviour points and having a
perfect attendance record. Lexi is another example of an
excellent role model and is doing her bit, as part of Liskeard
Leads, to ensure students get heard and are supported well.

Daniel Crowther and Libby Stokes Y10
Nominated by Mr Knipe
Daniel and Libby have both excelled at the
start of their Sport Studies course. During
in class assessments taken in preparation
for their exam in January, both have
scored 100%. This is due to their hard work,
commitment in class and for going the extra
mile in terms of preparing for their exam.

Student of the Month Nominees

Toby Haley Y9
Ollie Partridge
Y11

Layani Snowden
Y11

Nominated by
Mr Glasgow

Nominated by
Mr Poole

Ollie has made a
concerted effort to
prepare himself well
for Year 11 mock
exams. He has been
consistently focused
and hardworking
in lessons, gaining
two student of the
week certificates in
quick succession.
He has also been
very positive and
supportive to peers
and teachers, for
example, helping
with KS3 rugby after
school.

I’ve been so
impressed recently
with how enthusiastic
Layani has been in
English. She’s been
really engaged, and
her creative writing
has improved no
end, both in terms
of her imagination
and the originality
of language. The
accuracy of her
writing has improved
too. Well done!
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Max Clack Y11
Nominated by
Mr Morgan
Max is a
conscientious, hard
working student. He
works independently
and is self motivated.
He consistently
completes
homework and is
committed to doing
his best. Well done
Max!

Chloe Wakeman
Y11

Ava Hamilton
Y10

Nominated by
Mrs Sweet

Nominated by
Mrs Ollerenshaw

Chloe has
completed superb
detailed research
and evaluation
sections for her
Food Technology
coursework (NEA)

Ava has been
making a huge effort
to work on her Maths
independently.
In addition to
completing the
homework I’ve set
each week and
working incredibly
hard in class, Ava
has clocked up 555
points on the PIXL
Maths App in just 3
weeks. She is top of
the Y10 leaderboard
with second place
way behind with 91
points.

a place where...

Nominated by
Miss Rowe
Toby is an all round
polite, conscientious,
talented young man.
He organizes teams,
competes in all sport
and is excelling
outside of school in
his sport. None of this
has made him over
confident. He always
has time for others
and is helpful to all
staff and students in
PE.

Rhys Porter-Jones
Y8
Nominated by
Mr Inger
Rhys has been one of
the most enthusiastic,
hard working and
dedicated students
in my class. He is
always polite, well
behaved and willing
to try new things.
He works really hard
with his hand writing
and his presentation
is getting better
and better. In the
class he always has
a happy disposition
and is really enjoying
his Science, wanting
to learn more.

Callum Stratton
Y10
Nominated by
Miss De Rochefort
Callum has a positive
attitude to learning
and is always curious
and questioning new
ways of learning
sensibly.

Emily Varley Y7
Nominated by
Ms Key
Emily is courageous
in the challenges
she takes on in the
kitchen, pushing
herself to achieve
higher level dishes
with a real passion
for the subject.
Moreover, I have
rarely met a kinder
student. How she
supports others
in the class, while
cooking her own
food at the same
time, and sharing
her ingredients, is so
lovely to see.

Logan is really trying
hard at the moment,
despite having some
challenges both at
school and at home.
He’s now achieved almost 50 merits and is
working hard changimg his attitude towards
learning.
Logan has joined the Transition Group this
term and he has shown huge resilience
in doing this. He has attended all of his
transition lessons, engaged fully in learning
and supported others with their learning. He
has been kind to his peers and the staff in the
class. He has demonstrated a resilience in
learning and is engaging with all tasks asked
of him, joining in with class discussion, asking
questions and showing others what to do.

Jenson
Nash-Williams Y7
Nominated by
Mrs Rodbur
Jenson has
demonstrated
courage and
resilience when
faced with
considerable
changes within
school.
His consistent
modelling of positive
behaviours means
that he is a positive
role model for other
year 7 students.

Kai Frise Y7
Nominated by
Mr North
Kai provides very
good explanations
& is achieving good
results in his topic
tests.
He is always keen to
answer questions in
class.

Please note: Only students with the required parental consent have been mentioned on these pages.

...there are no end of possibilities
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Team Liskeard - Achieving More
Together
Working in Partnership to Support
Local Families Most in Need
Liskeard and Looe Foodbank, Liskeard
School and Community College, local
charity, Eccabi, and local media company,
Studio Wallop, have teamed up as ‘Team
Liskeard’ on two projects to support local
families.

Eccabi during the pandemic. Sixth form
students, Tom Young and Oli Dennison
kindly gave up their time to film, then edit,
Ms Blasco and Mr Wilton showing off their
culinary skills.
In the new year, Studio Wallop have
offered their services to film and edit more
of these cooking demonstrations, each
linked to a recipe card that will then be
distributed to local families via the school.
For families in greatest need, the Foodbank
will provide the ingredients for each of
the recipes, enabling families to cook and
learn together.

The first, shorter term project, is to create
and distribute Christmas food hampers to
local families. During our annual 12 Days of
Christmas programme, students are being
asked to take part in a reverse advent
calendar bringing in items needed at
the Foodbank. Once enough items have
been collected, the foodbank staff will be
creating the hampers for distribution by
willing volunteers.
Inside each hamper will be a recipe card
for making a Christmas dinner on a budget.
The card will contain a link to a filmed
demonstration, a concept developed by
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Eco-Council Tree Planting

Year 9
Take your Child to Work Day

On Tuesday 30th November, the Eco-Council
spent the afternoon planting a range of tree
saplings to create a natural hedge around
the boundary of the school grounds. Their
efforts were all part of an ongoing mission to
improve the sustainability of Liskeard School
and increase biodiversity.

As part of the work-based learning undertaken in school, Year 9 students at Liskeard School and
Community College took a day out of their studies to experience the world of work with their
parents, family and friends. Students were able to find out what their parents do for a job, ask
questions about what essential skills and qualifications were needed and have an insight into
today’s ever-changing workplace. Hopefully, they will now be able to appreciate a parent’s/
carer’s role, understand the complexity of career choices and to start developing their own
career pathway. The more students understand, the more informed the decisions about their
own future career will be. Roll on Year 10 when they will be participating in a full week of work
experience!

The group worked fantastically as a team,
managing to plant nearly thirty trees in just
under an hour - very impressive! The EcoCouncil are looking forward to watching
the trees grow and are hoping to continue
providing spaces for wildlife to flourish after
the Christmas holidays.

A big thank you to all of our local employers that participated.
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Pictured are just some of our students during their experience:
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Heads of Year Messages

Year 9
Year 7

It has been another action-packed month for Year 7, as the students begin to settle
into their classes, class teachers start to become more familiar and the pupils become
accustomed to the school routines. It has been a pleasure to observe our Year 7s
gaining more confidence in lessons and begin to entrench life-long friendships.
We are now all very excited for the run-in to Christmas, where we will be focused
on designing Christmas hampers for the hospices and care homes within the local
community.
Children in Need
Our Year 7s were enthusiastic and willing participants in our challenge to raise as
much money as possible for Children in Need charities. Pupils helped to organise,
run and contributed to our four main charity projects: the ‘bake sale’, the ‘Year 7
raffle’, ‘guess the jar weight’ and ‘soak Mr. Downes with a wet sponge’. Unsurprisingly,
the sponge soaking seemed to gain the biggest audience and gallows humour
was evidently enjoyed amid the playground observers! The students raised an
extraordinary £118.32 for an extremely good cause. A special mention must go to the
Year 7 Charity Council who were a huge help in organising the day and its events:
Joel Maina, Nathan Cole, Chinmayi Shanbhag, Lexie Lindsay, Phoebe Gould, Isaac
Lewis, Ollie Scott, Polly Harford and Roo Faris.

It has been great to see the Year 9 students receive so much positive feedback and
praise for all their hard work and efforts. As I mentioned previously the merits are
rolling in and there have been more and more postcards awarded for landmark
achievements which is always lovely to see.
It was also fantastic to hear about the experiences of the world of work that lots
of Year 9 were able to take advantage of via ‘Take your child to work day’. There
certainly was a broad range of experiences and I really hope that they enjoyed
their day and found it rewarding and interesting too. It was particularly amusing
hearing about some of the students having to deal with younger children and all the
challenges that they can bring!
The students will receive their first assembly regarding GCSE options and the options
process in the first week of December and correspondence will be on its way to you in
due course.
Finally, it will be fantastic to see you on Wednesday 8th December for Year 9 Parents’ Evening and being able to
celebrate success and help support and encourage your child too. Thank you for all your continued support!
Mr Pollard - Head of Year 9

Year 10

Year 7 Excellence
November has also seen individual students demonstrate academic excellence across a number of disciplines. Allana
Roobottom is the top merit earner in the school, already reaching 100 merits – an outstanding achievement. She is
closely followed by Chinmayi Shanbag, Kai Frise and Isaac Lewis. A special mention must also go to Isabelle Pierce, who
won the MFL Cup with her remarkable Spanish Top Trump cards. There has been excellent participation from our Year 7s
in school competitions and we encourage all our pupils to keep challenging themselves in the extra-curricular activities
on offer.

I am pleased to report that Year 10s continue to prove that they are a diligent and
mature group of young people. This month we have had a number of assemblies to
prepare them for life skills. Mrs Carlin continues to emphasis the need for the pupils to
show evidence that they have interpersonal skills. It is really important that individuals
develop these skills through extra curricular activities such as sports, music or youth
groups. Increasingly these skills are being asked for when applying for college courses
or apprenticeships. As an example, Jack Bottrell is leading the Year 7 and 8 drama
group with their pantomime. Isaac Cole has also been part of the ‘All Together Now’
team that raised over £5000 for Sterts theatre. Really well done to these and other
students who continue to display dedication and talent.

We are all looking forward to the last few weeks of the term and ‘thank you’ for your wonderful support of our pupils at
home.
Best wishes,

Many of the year group also now have part time jobs. Whilst this is really fabulous, it
is important that time is left for homework and studying. The GCSE courses are really
intense and students need to keep on top of the work to ensure that they do not fall
behind. To this end, it is also vital that attendance is kept as high as possible. It is a known fact that with every extra day
missed, there is a lower chance of achieving 5 or more good GCSEs or equivalent at grades 9 to 4.

Mr. Downes - Head of Year 7

Year 8
Our first set of full progress checks have been issued and year 8 students are reflecting
on their performance. The overall mean scores for Application and Organisation have
certainly set a benchmark for the future. The scores reflect the very positive approach
in year 8 lessons.
The take-up for year 8 students at both lunchtime and after school clubs is
tremendous with Football Club and Chess Club being the most popular. There are
plenty of opportunities to explore and students are welcome to all clubs.
Challnge Week booklets have been distributed and we are sure there is something
for everyone to enjoy. There are lots of amazing opportunities both in school and
out on day trips or residentials. We missed the opportunity last year because of the
pandemic, so we are really looking forward to seeing students try something new and
to challenge themselves next July.
Mr Gluyas - Head of Year 8

I would like to pass on this lovely tribute from Mrs Williams regarding her Spanish class:
‘I have been so impressed by the dedication and hard work of 10B Spanish. They work very well together as a Team,
supporting and helping each other. The students congratulate each other when they see or hear excellent work. I
would like to mention in particular, Becca Stephens, who ensures that she always produces work of a near perfect
standard! I would like also to mention Iyra Hedison, who has made a real effort since September to develop confidence
to participate in speaking activities. A lovely group, I am lucky to be their teacher!’
On another positive note, there are only a couple of weeks left to the Christmas holidays – I expect these will continue
to be busy and by the 17th we will all be looking forward to a good break! Thank you for your continued support.
Mrs Snowling - Head of Year 10

Year 11
Year 11 have just completed their Mock Exams. They have been very impressive, their
uniform, punctuality, effort, and adherence to exam rules has been excellent. The
practice they had in summer term Year 10 has paid off as, in general, the students
seem less stressed and more comfortable with the exams themselves and their
surroundings.
In other news, it looks likely that the Year 11 Prom on July 8th 2022 will happen at
St Mellion Golf Resort. Students were given a presentation explaining the similarities
and differences between a traditional Prom in school and one held at St Mellion. They
were then given the chance to vote on their preference and the strong winner was
St Mellion. More details will be shared as the year progresses.
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Mr Glasgow - Head of Year 11
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...we learn together & hard work is rewarded
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Words of the Week 2021 – 2022
For a while now, we have been looking to develop a genuinely coherent approach to
building students’ range of vocabulary. A wide knowledge of vocabulary improves all areas of
communication – listening, speaking, reading and writing.
Our Tutor programme for 2021 – 2022 includes two sessions of ‘Words of the Week’ each
month. Each session presents three words, with definitions and activities to use them in context.
Introducing our students to challenging words can help to improve their confidence to use
increasingly sophisticated language in their speech and in writing.
The ‘Words of the Week’ activity identifies words which can be used across all subjects (known
as Tier 2 words) as well as more subject specific vocabulary (known as Tier 3 words). Where it is
possible, the Cornish translation is also included.
We would like to encourage the wide use of the Words of the Week outside of the classroom.
Here are a few ways to get them talking:

• Have conversations about the school day, lessons, clubs, funny moments, reactions, feelings.
• Play word games, for example use the Words of the Week to create a short fictional story.
• Play ‘one little word’ where one person chooses a special word, (or one of the Words of the
•
•
•
•

Week) gives a definition, explains or describes why it is special.
Play ‘Half a minute’ where a topic is chosen, and each player must talk on that topic for 30
seconds without repetition, try to include one or more ‘Words of the Week’
Ask your child/children to talk about books they are reading at school and at home, and to
give their opinion using key terminology they would use in lessons.
Take a few minutes to look out of a window and talk about what is going on and what you
can see.
Ask your child/children to tell you the Words of the Week and how they have used them at
school or elsewhere.

Words of the Week for November 2021 were:

Environment
Acknowledgement
Amendment

Art House
Competition October 2021
Students from the same tutor
group are placed into one
of 4 houses. Each house
contains a selection of
students from all years who
compete throughout the
year for House points. The
winning House are crowned
champions and receive the
House Cup at our final event
of the year - Sports Day!
House competitions run
throughout the year. Past
competitions have included;
inter-house sports, Liskeard’s
Got Talent, book reviews,
reading challenges, origami
competitions, science
investigations, building bird/
insect homes, celebrity
portraits and much,
much more. Students also
achieve points for excellent
attendance, behaviour and
effort.

Phoenix are our Art House Champions 2021!
Points were awarded for entering the competition and for first, second & third place.
Art House Competion Results:

Hypothesise

Phoenix

Centaur

Pegasus

Griffin

Ambiguous

860 points

360 points

20 points

0 points

Controversial
18

House Competition 2021-22

Our challenge for December is the PSHE House Competition 2021.
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Liskeard
School
& Community College

Dates for your Diary

achieving more together

Christmas Concert
Wednesday 15th December 2021
6.30pm - New Hall

Y9 Parents’ Evening

Wednesday 8th December
2021

Christmas Concert

Wednesday 15th December
2021

Last Day of Autumn Term
(12.30pm early closing)

Friday 17th December 2021

Non-Pupil Day

Tuesday 4th January 2022

Start of Spring Term*

Wednesday 5th January 2022

Y9 GCSE Options’ Evening

Thursday 20th January 2022

Y11 Parents’ Evening

Wednesday 26th Janaury 2022

Y8 Parents’ Evening

Wednesday 2nd February 2022

Y12 & Y13 Parents’ Evening

Wednesday 16th February 2022

Admission fee:
Adults £5, Concessions £3
and Children FREE
Tickets available from Reception

Refresh

ments provided by the PTFA
For everyone’s safety, please take an LFT covid
test before attending and do not attend if you are
unwell or have covid symptoms

*See important update on page 3

TICKETS MUST BE BOUGHT IN ADVANCE!
20

...together we achieve more
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• See ths sign

12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
The Spirit of Christmas Starts Here!

for some fun activities to get involved in every day!

Monday 6th December
Making eco-friendly
reindeer food and
gift tags. Lunchtime in
HSC with Mrs Jeff.
Jelly (any flavour)

Tuesday 14th December

Pick up three pieces
of litter.

Monday 13th December

Chocolate coins

Mr Lingard’s
Lol-athon. See if Mr
Lingard can tell 50
Christmas jokes in 5
minutes (on Teams
during tutor time).
Make a Christmas
tree decoration with
Ms Yoxall in T3.

Volunteer to help out
in a lesson.
Tidy up your
bedroom.

Selection Box

Are you as fit as our
very own Liskeard
elves? Take on the
Christmas obstacle
course in the gym at
lunchtime.

Say something nice to
someone you don’t
speak to.

A Bag of sugar

Christmas JUST
DANCE in Mu2 at
lunch with Mr Bond.

Christmas Tie Day.
Wear a Christmas
tie or decorate your
school tie.

Friday 3rd December

Decorate your tutor
room! Everyone to
bring in one item.

A jar of pickles

Christmas Karaoke
with Mrs Gilbey in L2
at lunchtime.

Wednesday 8th December

Tinned potatoes

Help make dinner.

Box of biscuits

Make Christmas cards
at lunchtime in T9
with Ms Briggs and Ms
Hoskin.

Tutor group Secret
Santa!

Thursday 16th December

Tell a friend or family
member how much
you care about them.

Make someone
laugh.

Tubed crisps

Christmas dinner!
£2.30 for a main meal,
dessert and all the
trimmings. How could
you resist?

Wednesday 15th December

Help out at home
without being asked.

Tuesday 7th December

are random acts of kindness to take part in every day to spread Christmas cheer!

• Christmas is all about GIVING. You can help others by donating items to the Foodbank. Suggestions for items are where you
see this sign
. Please take to the HOY office or give to your tutor.

Thursday 2nd December

• Christmas is also about kindness. Here
Wednesday 1st December

Mayonnaise

Welly-Wanging on the
field at lunchtime with
Mr Morgan and Mr
Aird. How far can you
throw one of Santa’s
wellies? Prizes for the
winners.

Fruit Juice

Hold a door open for
someone.

Christmas Joke
Competition (A box
of chocolates for the
winning tutor group).
Email your tutor
group’s best 3 jokes
to Mr Lingard.

Let someone go in
front of you in the
lunch queue.

Christmas Karaoke
with Mr Bond in Mu2.

Friday 10th December

Giant Brussel Sprout
Throwing on the field
with Mr Knipe at
lunchtime. Prizes for
the most accurate
throwers.

Small Christmas Pud

Thusday 9th December

Cranberry Sauce

Smile at someone in
the corridor.

Christmas Jumper
Day (£1 donation for
Save the Children).

Thank a teacher
for the lesson they
planned for you
today.
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